
普密斯科技

3D GMS Pro
Compatible with multiple types of sensors, providing fast and strong technical 
support for customer needs

 3D GMS Pro Product Feature

Movement Stage Parameter

       
High-speed mobile measurement platform

Gantry architecture movement body with high speed linear motor driven multi-axis movement stage,ensure the efficiency and stability of 
product measurement, a variety of stroke options, the maximum 3.6 m measuring stroke, high speed and high accuracy;

   

  Compatible with multiple types of sensors, providing fast and strong technical support for customer needs
Multi-sensor composite application, compatible with vision, point spectrum, line spectrum, line laser, surface structured light, surface 
interference and other measurements of a variety of sensors, more comprehensive measurement;

   
  lOS Platform/APP Facility

Well-designed mainstream machine vision APP for pattern recognition, localization, precision measurement and inspection of products.A
dopting powerful IOS/APP system architecture to cover machine vision applications without the need to use several different software, it 
is convenient for customers to quickly create applications that meet users' own needs.
   

3D Geometric 
Measurement System 

  Fast, stable and simple vision system

Powerful data processing capabilities and patented algorithms, after years of customer on-site application, can be 7X20H stable operation.
APP is easy to operate, no need for professional engineers and no need to write code programs.

 3D GMS Pro
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Control System 

Hardware
Environmental 
Requirement

GMS342

400*300*200

1000*750*1500

400KG
Single-drive mobile gantry , marble + steel frame structure,
non-moving sample,machine moves.

GMS452

500*400*200

1100*850*1500

600KG

GMS682

800*600*200

1400*1050*1500

800KG

GMS1210

1200*1000*200

2200*1800*1500

1200KG

GMS1612

1600*1200*200

2600*2000*1500

2000KG

GMS2014

2000*1400*200

3000*2200*1500

3000KG

GMS2416

2400*1600*200

3400*2400*1500

4000KG
Dual-drive mobile gantry ,marble + steel frame structure, non-moving sample ,
 the machine three-axis movement

30kg

XY-axis: Max. moving speed 600, Max. acceleration 3000, Z-axis: Max. moving speed 200, Max. acceleration 500

Eux, mpe Euy, mpe:1.0+L/250 Eux, mpe Euy, mpe: 1.5+L/250

Euxy, mpe:2.0+L/250 Euxy, mpe: 2.5+L/250

Euz, mpe: 1.2+L/250 Euz, mpe: 2.0+L/250

 

0.1um high precision metal grating

X/Y-axis self-developed linear motors with iron core (full closed-loop) Z-axis high-performance, high-precision servo motors

High precision grinding grade silent guideway slider

Self-developed ultra-high pulse linear motor movement control system

  

Intel Corei7 or above industrial computer (Core quad-core CPU), 8G RAM, 500 GB Hd in the above configuration), 24" color ultra-narrow bezel IPS 
resolution: 1920 x 1080, Windows 10

Temperature: 20±2 1/1h 2C/24h 1C/m; Humidity: 40%～80%; Power supply: 220V±10% 50~60Hz; Current>15 A; Power: 2 kw

Inspection Item: 3D surface profile, truncated profile, etc.

Matching Program: Line laser sensor.
Equipped with a single-axis mobile platform, the line laser can acquire all the features of the product surface point cloud through mobile acquisition, and 
realize 3D surface profile inspection and truncated line profile inspection of the product by comparing the point cloud data with the standard data.

 Cell Phone Frame Inspection

 

Inspection Item: Dimensions / Roundness / Flatness / Segment Differences, etc.

Matching Program: 4K zoom high-precision measurement component (vision + point spectrum).
Quickly measure the detailed dimension of the board, especially the dimension of pins and small round holes, which can be zoomed in to obtain larger 
and clearer visual images.

Board Card Dimension Inspection

Inspection Item: Basic dimension measurement

Matching Program: Large field of view rapid measurement components (Vision)
The dimension of the product is large and exceeds the measurement range of the field of view. Using the splicing measurement method, multiple 
products can be detected at the same time, and the efficiency is greatly improved.

Remote Control PCB Inspection

Inspection Item: Surface 3D Profile  Inspection
Matching Program: Point Spectrum Measurement Sensor
The product is a curved surface modeling, and the scanning trajectory is determined by the profiling scanning function, which quickly acquires 
measurements and outputs 3D profile deviations.

Automotive Triangle Window Curved Glass Inspection


